Hints for Harvard Puzzle "Jazzman"
Parentheses around a clue mean that a letter must be omitted from the answer before it
will fit in the grid. Numbers in parentheses indicate lengths of answers, and an asterisk *
indicates a capitalized word,
Across
1. *Mystery entry (6)
2. Tuna melts for relative (4)
3. (Bone excavation party) (7)
4. (Settler rebuilt framework) (7)
5. (Cut part of bird) (4)
6. (Cancel repair to a barge) (8)
7. Systematic program merge in disarray
(7)
8. Rod contains rubber for a moving
machine (5)
9. Police dress for an investigation (5)
10. *Mostly unexciting Pennsylvania city
(5)
11. Starting Titan halfback's recorded speed
(5)
12. *(Hope is unusual as a name) (6)
13. More caring patron gets rid of union (6)
14. Stop halfway through car trip to walk
(6)
15. Carrier is less covered around end (6)
16. Knowing part of law is essential (4)
17. Tie rope around head of ewe for control
(5)
18. *Show Eileen embracing philosopher
(4)
19. Fall of small ball (5)
20. (Start to panic after destruction of a
bottle's flat upper surface) (8)
21. Organism's layer of tissue turned back
(6)
22. Mystery entry (8)

Down
1. (Henry hidden in pleasant inner place) (5)
2. Peter cut a line shaped like a cone (6)
3. (Margo and Pierre's name turned around in a
design made up of letters) (8)
4. Damn, dismal, backward, sneaky coward (7)
5. (Number one Eastern radical leading the way)
(7)
6. Pause in high altitude (4)
7. One morning, start to build a metrical foot (4)
8. Limned the president (4)
9. Marsh around lake described in online diary
(4)
10. Rescue failed, making Uncle Sam's nose break
(6)
11. Become less strict about fasting period (6)
12. Aware of being in London Town (4)
13. Taunt bird with a bit of whiskey (4)
14. (Load carried initially by ship) (5)
15. *Top Rhode Island island (5)
16. Much about uniform plant (5)
17. Carmen has to prepare for conflict (3)
18. Sound of greeting at Sunday school (4)
19. Place in which to shelter new boat (4)
20. Strip and strike with energy (4)
21. Go bound to come back around end of year (6)
22. *Name of male nanny (4)
23. Okay about the Spanish cat (6)
24. (Buried trees randomly around college) (6)
25. (Dagger cut like so around top of bone) (7)

